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the distribution 

By 

Y asutalr...a IHARA *'' 

Ool 
and ivfo of a > 1/2 and z E ([; that we are 

characterized by the following properties 
to construct and 
(iii); 

can be 

(i) are Fourier duals of each other, 

when a > 1, gives the measure for the distribution of 
values of the d.eri;;.rative 

(0.1.1) 

of L-functions on CC. Here, r E lR is also fixed and x runs over all Dirichlet characters 
with prime conductors. (The density measure turns out to be independent of r; for the 
other see §0.2 below.) 

'vVe shall work over any field f{, either an algebraic number field of 
function field of one variable over a finite field. These 

" 
The main purpose .of this article is (I) to construct and 

more on the study of , which seems to be of and (II) 
to establish the a.bove relation other cases of K and some other families 
of x or Heeke Grossencharacters on K); in particular, for some 
range some to the left of a = 1 in the function field case. The motivation 
of this work came from our previous study related to V(x, 1)/L(x, 1) [2][3][4]. The 

paper is for the first stage. Even unconditional results for a = l in the number 

from the Bohr-·Jessen type value distribution 
§0.5 below. 

and differences 
where x = 1 and r varies, see 

*This is a revised version of the Introduction (§1) from the author's preprint RIIv1S-1574 (December 
2006; the same title as above) .A revised version of the preprint containing details will be submitted 
for publication elsewhere. 
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36 YASUTAKA IHARA 

0,2 The function (z) to be constructed is real 2:: 0, belongs to coo, 

while lllfc,{z) is complex-valued, [NI11 I ::; 1, and real-analytic. They are the Fourier 

transforms of each other in the sense that 

(0.2.1) [dw[. 

Here, ?./Jz : C r-+ is the additive character 

(w) = exp(i.Re(zw)) 

parametrized denotes the self-·dual Haar measure on <C with , . .,,,,.,,,,-.y 

to the self-dual of C; llo&w"l.Y 

Both are continuous also in 

arithmetic and 

expansion each of whose g.:dactor can be <>vr".-'"'"'"'"'1 

and (z) 

= (2rr)- 1clxdy for w = :r + 

has a convergent Euler· prodztct 

in terms of Bessel 

"Ava·u.""'-''·'·• each of whose 

an 

pmver series expansion m z, z whose coefficients are some arithrnetic Dirichlet series 

in cr, which may be also as a Dirichlet series e:x:p;:m~swn in o· > whose 

coefficients are arithmetic polynomials z, z. Both 

even when 

the zeros of 

< cr < 1 in the number field case, where vte do not know much about 

be constructed and can be 

-The relations among 

timal circumsta.nces are, 

(0.3.1) MAz)= 

where means a certain weighted average, 

s), and hence about the 

the corresponding function can 

to be with [z[. 

and B), under op-

(I I[v ") \ 
_;._~- ~-

\ L(x, s)) ' 
is the additive character of <C defined 

above , and [dw[ is the Dirac delta measure on <C with support at z. In 

other words, the first formula (0.3.1) means that 

(0.3.2) 

holds for any test function i1> on C, and the second formula is its special case where 

if>= ?./Jz. Vvhen <P(w) = p(a,b) = wa.wb b non-negative integers), again under 
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optimal circumstances, 

where is as below. The present work logically 
independent, in a sense, a continuation of [4] where this value was studied in the special 
case K = Q and s = L 

0.4 -· Our main results may be summarized as follow-s. 

'l'heorem 

cl > 0 and z E CC 

where i = '-1 and 

Then when u > 

For each non-archimedean 

=1+ 

the Euler 

=~ 1 (n-1\ 
L...f \k-1) 
k=l \ ' 

-- I1 

.K, the 

converges in the sense. Fm~ any R > 0 there e;cists y = y(a, such that 
J..::r:r, 6-o(z) N(p) > y has no zeros on l.zl $ R and that their prodnct over all these f? 
converges to a nowheTe on this disk. This function (z) 
is real analytic in (cr, z), and as a z, belong.s to l,P alll $ p $ oo. 

(There are other each local factor in terms Bessel As 
the zeros, one can at least show that each local factor has an infinite di.screte set 

zeros on the axis,) 
(ii) has an everywhere convergent power seTies FC:J::rm.17xl.on 

ilfa(z) = 1 + L 
o.,b=l 
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(0.4.5) 

constants 

divisors 

,\n ( z) defined below. 

over all 

archimedean primes. 

The author's initial definition of 

because the only information on the 

the pmducts non-

power series 

(z) was 

[4] (when s = 1). Then the Euler decompmition was found by a 

different route, and then the more natural vApl<>H'''"L'VE described below was rec-

Incidentally, our of the fact that the series converges everywhere 

requires an where z, z are treated as two independent variables. 

The coefficients and 

D of I<, set 

A(D) = N(p) , T 2: 1, so?ne divisor p, 

=0 
,, . 

· · · ornenmse. 

Then define A~c(D) (k 2: 0, k E Z) by 

(0.4.7) Ao ==1 D = (1) 

=0 

(0.4.8) 2: 1). 

R'r each the 

Finally, for each pair b) of non-negative integers and Re(s)> 1/2, vie define the 

invariant f.L~a,b) the absolutely Dirichlet series 

(0.4.10) 
= '\' Aa(D)Ab(D) 

L.t N(D)2B . 
D , 

When s =a > 1/2 and a, b 2: 1, this takes a positive real value. 
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Them·em l'VI There exis-ts a 

s·uch that 

11) 

coniinuons 

It -is real coo in z, and 

=L 

and z: 

(w)!dw!. 

As for the connections vvith the L' presently, we focus our attention to 
the following three families of 

(Case I< is either the rational number Q, an imaginary field, or 
a function field of one variable over a. finite field given together with an "infmite'' 
divisor p 00 of 1, which will be considered "archimedean" and excluded from the 
L and , JY[ -Euler factors. The character x runs over all Dirichlet characters on K 
with conductors normalized the condition ) = 1; 

B) !{ is a num.ber field archimedean prime, and x 
runs over all "normalized unramified 
free Z-module of rank [K: Q] - 1); 

r.; ('"n" • L,. lhlS forms a 

(Case C) K = Q and x nms over the characters of the form This is the 
case related to Bohr-Jessen theories 

For each such the average defined. 

Theorem L "-' l'VI Let a = and X run over one Assurne 
a> 1 in the number case, and a> 3/4 in the case. Then 

(0.4.13) 

holdiJ for any "mild" test ~'''''"r-,r?nn 

(ii) 

( L'(x, s)) 
L(x, s) ; 

(iii) 

(OA.15) 
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the p(a,b)(w) = b?.: 0). 

We that Theorem L rv NI should hold for any a> 1/2 least) in the function 

field case. 3 But even in the function field case where the Weil's Riemann Hypothesis is 

valid, the above restriction o· > seems to be the limit of our n.1ethocL On the other 

hand, we have an optimistic point view for the possibility of (unconditional) 

for a :<::: 1 also in the number field case, because \Uz makes sense 

even at possible zeros of 

0,5 -- We shall now explain the main line of construction of the functions and 

It is based on the Euler sum of from the Euler product 

expomcnon of and the basic geometric idea goes back to a seminal of Bohr-J essen 

with cr = 

constructions) 

primes of K. Put 

Let a > 0, and P be a set of non-archimedean 

1) rpp = 11 
pEP 

torus), and let g(r,P : Tp 1----)- rc be defined by 

For any abelian character x on K which is unrarnified over P, let 

(0,5.3) s) ::o:c n (1 -- r-1 

be the £-function. Then L:a(x, (x, s) can be regarded as a value 

of the rational function gC7,P on at the point XP,N(P)-i.r, where r = Im(s) and 

XP = 

The optimal circumstance is where the of x satisfies the following two conditions: 

3 Added Septemberl8, 2007: As for (iii), this is now a theorem in the recently revised full paper 

submitted for publication. 
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(UniDistr) XP is distributed on 

(Conv) s)/Lp s) converges to s) fast ideally, uni-
in X· 

Now, for each family of x that we shall consider, all but finitely many)( have conductors 
coprime with P and the above condition (UniDistr) is satisfied. Therefore, (0.3.1), with 
Lp in place of must be the corresponding integrals 

(z) = = 

the normalized Haar measure on Note that the contribution of Im(s) 1s 
. ) We thus have 

for any continuous function <I> on C. Note here that each ( z) 1s ·~·J·····t'···~ 
ported. The summation over fiJ E P in is translated into "the 

(z) = IJ 
goEP 

where * denotes the convolution Using the simple fact that each g(J,r:" maps CC 1 

to another small ·vve are able to compute each of and (z) explicitly. 

(Global. constructions) Now let 
Then the 

also w.r.t. some other Ll' 

are functions obtained from fiz 

first fixing P and 
of characters x and then y 1--+ oo. This way we can enter the 
IY < 1 unconditionally. The connection between the global objects, (jz (L' 

function 

, (resp. s)) with Nlcr(z)), can be rnade when the condition 
is satisfied at a sufficiently high level. First, when u > 1, this convergence 

is uniform; hence the local relation passes over to the global relation 
(0.3.2). Secondly, for the (A) in the function field case, the convergence holds for 
any cr > 1/2 but (apparently) not uniformly with respect to X· In this case, choosing 
the intermediate object 

(0.5.9) (L~(x, (x, s))), 
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where m and P = 1-"'y are related y = (log 

are able to relate theM's with the[// L for a> 3/4. 

constant b, we 

> 1 the convergence 

uniform enough.) is fast enough, while if (1 - < 1 the distribution is 

This is done after some Fourier 

(Relations with Bohr-Jessen type theories) Bohr-Jessen studied the distri

is fixed and r E IR; varies [1 ]( cf. also 

-ri, this is the same as the 

and X r runs over this one 

we started studying the 

"variable x problem" for the Case A and found the above 

out the basic idea 

same as in [1], Le., goes back to Bohr-Jessen . 

log and the uniform distribution 

.UL<.Av<ou, [1] uses the Euler sum v.C..\YC"'"""-V'U 

of XP on Tp, to relate the problem to the 

distribution of sum of on the the - p-(Jt). 

Then .Jessen~TvVintner [5] gave more measure the-

and rviatsumoto [8] [9] any 

number field K. 

In spite these similarities, there are three 

(I) The directly related "d log does not seem to have been so 

studied. This is in this case to to the left of cr = L 

There are also dj'lfereJlC('JS 

the 9a,p 

the dlog-version is in 

but on the other 

which we cannot their 

e.g. . There are of similarities, but it is easier to treat this case 

(II) For this one X= Xn the uniform distribution of XP on 

holds when K = on N(p). the dlog 

of l\1atsumoto's distribution measure for K -=/= Q is different from ours. In the function 

field case, the situation is the Case A all (Xr )p lie on 

a one-dimensional subtorus of (a· + 
> 1/2: fixed) is a bounded curve. 

The Fourier dual appears in [5][9], etc,, but mainly for auxiliary purpose to 

prove the convergence of the local measure, Those properties of (z) as in the above 

stated Theorem f:.I (ii), are obtained by using analytic functions of three complex 

variables Z1, z2) extending (a, z, .z), do not seem to have been known. 

We hope that the present will shed some light to the variable T theory (too). 
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1) 
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Vve have also left untouched various basic 

points (such as 
determination of the value of 

I nV!~-1 ··0 

We hope to be able to discuss these in the near future, with rnore 
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(z), 

and discussions related to the T) value distribution theories at the later stage 
for his interest and valuable discussions on the 

variable x 
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